Monte Carlo simulations for the site percolation problem are presented for lattices up to 64 x 106 sites. We investigate for the square lattice the variablerange percolation problem, where distinct trends with bond-length are found for the critical concentrations and for the critical exponents/~ and 7. We also investigate the layer problem for stacks of square lattices added to approach a simple cubic lattice, yielding critical concentrations as a functional of layer number as well as the correlation length exponent u. We also show that the exciton migration probability for a common type of ternary lattice system can be described by a cluster model and actually provides a cluster generating function.
INTRODUCTION
In a recent paper (1~ (I) we introduced a new method to evaluate percolation probabilities and critical percolation concentrations, where we utilized a cluster multiple labeling technique (CMLT) to determine cluster size distributions in a simulated lattice. In this paper we focus our attention on some results involving the site problem for a number of lattice topologies.
Typically, data on the lattice percolation problem are given for the nearest neighbor or next nearest neighbor sites. (2~ However, long-range interactions may play a significant role, when quantum mechanical effects (3-5~ such as tunneling are encountered. Tunneling of triplet excitons can account for the low percolation concentration threshold detected in substitutionally disordered molecular crystals. (3~ Similarly, electrical conductivity of lightly doped semiconductors has been viewed as a long-range percolation process. (4,5~ It has been demonstrated by Skal et al. ( 4~ that long-range correlations effectively reduce the dependence of the critical percolation concentration on the structural characteristics of the system in question/5~ Hence, percolation in systems with long-range site-site interactions (~ can be described in terms of continuous percolation models (6~ (and vice versa). We introduce some basic definitions for two-and three-dimensional systems, but mainly concentrate on results for the two-dimensional (square lattice) topology: critical concentrations, percolation probabilities, and critical exponents. While the critical concentration behavior appears to merge smoothly into a "classical" behavior as the interaction range increases, this is definitely not the case for the critical exponents (/3, 7). The latter essentially are unchanged from the values found for the shortest range topology (square lattice with coordination number 4).
Critical percolation phenomena are characteristic of two-and threedimensional lattices. An interesting question in this context is that of percolation in systems consisting of thin layers. Actually, thin-layer lattices provide an interesting intermediate case between two-and three-dimensional systems. Certain molecular aggregates in biological systems as well as some adsorbed layers and coatings formed by vapor deposition may provide suitable examples for percolation in thin layers. This problem has already been discussed for magnets by Binder, (7~ who also derived the critical exponents (A = v -1) related to the finite size scaling theory. ~8,9~ More work regarding the correlation length exponent v and finite-size scaling theory has been done very recently by Levinshtein et al. ~~ and by Sur et al. (m We give here our results, using simulations on larger lattices and a somewhat different method of data analysis.
We also give some Monte Carlo numerical results on the critical concentration and critical exponents/3 and 7 of simple two-dimensional lattices (square and triangular), together with some preliminary results on the ratio of "cluster mean sizes" above and below the critical concentration. These results are compared to literature values and discussed accordingly. For the sake of interested experimentalists, we give also some simple graphical presentations of the percolation probability and average cluster size. We also give here a brief summary of "exciton percolation" theory (~2~ and its relation to lattice percolation and to cluster models in magnetism. This gives some new insight into cluster generating functions, in terms of specially defined ternary ("polychromatic") systems.
METHOD OF COMPUTATION
A crystal is simulated for the site problem by having each site occupied with a probability C (or unoccupied with a probability 1 -C). Here C denotes the concentration of one component in a binary random crystal. In the Monte Carlo simulation, sites are represented by vectors S. The occupation of sites is determined by random numbers X~ generated in the range 0 < X~ < 1. A site i is occupied if X~ ~< C. The site is not occupied if C > X~. The vector element S~ is set to -1 if site i is occupied. Otherwise it is set to 0. The next step is to determine the cluster size distribution, i.e., the number of clusters of a given size. The determination of the cluster size distribution is achieved by applying the CMLT, <~ which assigns a set of natural numbers {ml c~, m2e,.., mJ,..., rnt '~} (1) to label sites belonging to each cluster in the lattice, where ~ denotes the cluster in question and m~ ~ is the smallest number of the set in Eq. (1) and is defined as the proper cluster label of the ~ cluster. The labels of Eq. (1) are interrelated by a set of integers,
of which only ~V(mJ) is a positive number and denotes the c~ cluster size, i.e., the number of sites belonging to the cluster. The labels m? are related to m~ ~ by
Hence, the cluster size distribution can be determined from )V(rnsO after the simulated lattice is scanned and labeled. The critical percolation concentration Cc ~ is determined from the maximum of the reduced average cluster size I2v function <1> defined by
where m is the cluster size, mm~x is the size of the largest cluster, i~ is the frequency of occurrence of a cluster of size m, and G = CN is the total number of occupied sites in the simulated lattice. The estimated probability Pm of locating any cluster of size m is
The probability that any given guest site is a member of the largest cluster is simply
The relation of the percolation probability/5| to P~ax is discussed in Ref. 1 and also in Section 3. We note that our above criterion for finding the critical concentration is an integral and basic part of the results described below
3= THE REDUCED AVERAGE CLUSTER SIZE FUNCTION
In Fig. 1 , the second moment for the cluster size distribution 
SQUARE LATTICE SITE PERCOLATION THRESHOLD
In order to justify the results discussed below, especially those concerning the critical exponents, we quote here our current results for the critical concentration (site percolation threshold) Cc for the square lattice. Table I gives these results. A comparison with literature data is given in Table II .
5, CRITICAL EXPONENTS FOR THE SQUARE LATTICE AND "CLUSTER MEAN SIZES'"
The critical exponents/3, 7, and 7' have been of much interest in general (16) and in percolation theory in particular317,1a) We note that one of the simplest tests of scaling theory (or renormalization group theoryy 1~ is to check the equality 7 = 7' (7) where and
We also define i~(c) = klC -C:l-', c < c:
(10) 
as expected from scaling theory. More refined values and tests for 7', 7",/3, and the above equality are in progress. The ratio of the "cluster mean sizes" above and below Cc is given by the ratio of the preexponential factors k/k', assuming 7' = 7". Our preliminary result for the square lattice is k/k' z 16(+83, -9) which, so far, is practically "consistent" with the two very conflicting literature data of (2~ 2 and of (2~ 100. Obviously, the severe statistical scatter is a warning that we should await higher quality data. This is currently underway, using lattices that are two or more orders of magnitude larger. We also notice that while the scaling law 7 = 7' is widely accepted, it is not so clear which is the best function for deriving Do percolation parameters change from two-to three-dimensional lattices "gradually"? An answer to this question can be provided in the context of the "layer cake" problem, i.e., an investigation of "thin crystals" made of n layers, where n ranges from 1 to L, L being the size of the twodimensional lattice forming each layer. This problem has been dealt with previously by Binder, (7~ Suret al., m~ Levinshtein et al., (1~ as well as by us. (12~ The practical applications of this investigation have ranged from magnets to surface excitons. Figure 5 illustrates the application of our method, the use of I~v for the determination of the site percolation threshold (critical concentration) Cc as a function of the number of square lattice layers. We notice that, except for the top and bottom layers, each lattice site has a simple cubic coordination number of "six." It appears remarkable to us that within about 1~ (the precision of The expected (7-11) power law for the effect of n on Cc is given by
where v should be the correlation length exponent. Figure 6 is based on our data for 400 x 400 layers (L = 400) with no periodic boundary conditions. We get the values v = 0.92 and A = 0.38 (correlation 0.990). If we exclude the n = 64 point (due to its lower statistical quality and closeness to the "not quite infinite" value of n = 400), we get v = 0.98, A = 0.33 (correlation 0.995). Weighting even heavier the smaller lattices gave v = 1.04 (Fig. 6 ).
Comparisons to previous work are given in Table IV . . Critical exponent v from the layer cake percolation. This is based on the assumption that Cc ~~176 is close to Cc | However, while for n-+ oo one has ICe" -Cc~~ 0, this is not correct for [Co n -C~~176 Therefore we did put maximum weight on points where n << 400, in addition to the obviously lower uncertainty for these points due to (a) the larger absolute value of [Co n -C~~176 and (b) the larger number of configurations used in our work for these points, due to reduced computational costs. Note also that when uncertainty limits are absent, they are about equal to or less than the size of the circle. They are significantly lower for n = 1, 2.
To further test the consistency of our results (Co ~, v), we plot a "finite size scaling curve" in analogy to Sur et al. 11 We emphasize here the following: Note that here we "scale" only one dimension (the layer number n), in contrast to all three dimensions (L) in the similar plot of Sur et al. (11) Only one 4003 configuration was used. We thank one referee for suggesting this plot. ~"Vlic-cc)/c I 2. We have determined our critical concentration Cc" a priori for each layer parameter n via our method of finding the I~v peak. 3. We have not used subjective techniques to minimize the scatter of the points from an "imaginary" scaling function X (X1 of Sur For future reference and potential use by experimentalists we give here some rough curves of the maxicluster probability P~ (C) with the number of layers n as a parameter (Fig. 8) . We also quote here the value of C~ ~ = 0.310 + 0.004, derived from series expansions of the mean cluster size. (24~
LONG-RANGE INTERACTIONS AND CONTINUOUS PERCOLATION
In order to look at percolation due to long-range interactions, some slight modifications of the previous notations are necessary. We can define an integer quantity Sm~ as the maximum number of successive lattice constants over which an interaction between two sites can occur. In a square lattice, the values of S~ map out diamond-shaped regions of interaction, denoting the number of neighbors of a given site. Figure 9 shows graphically what this region of interaction looks like. The number of sites in this interaction zone is given by M = (S~ + 1) 2 + S~2 (14) The number of neighbors for a given site is then M -1. Thus, the trivial case of the square lattice with nearest neighbor interactions only, with S~x = 1, has four interacting sites. The CMLT is easily adapted to search for these longer range interactions and thus I" v values can be calculated for various guest concentrations, yielding values of C~ s for each given Sm~x. The results . Long-range percolation for a square lattice. Smax is the maximum number of successive nearest neighbor bonds over which an interaction between two sites can occur (see Fig. 9 ). I~v is the reduced average cluster size. Cg is the fraction of occupied sites (guests). The discontinuity in the l~v vs. the molar guest concentration Cg curve gives the critical percolation concentration, for a lattice of 500 x 500 sites. (5) for the continuous percolation problem, we shall assume that the simulated lattice, which contains N sites, occupies a unit area. Thus, the site density for the concentration C is G = NC. Now we shall define a radius of interaction 0 given by
where P is given in terms of the number of neighbor sites (M -1) as defined in Eq. (14) . Following Pike and Seager, we shall define a parameter r, corresponding to an average distance between occupied sites:
Now p can be rewritten as a dimensionless quantity R, In Fig. 12 , M 1/2 is plotted vs. (4/Cc~)I/L This curve exhibits remarkable linearity for Sm~ > 2, confirming previous estimates r on the value of Rr which we find to be ~ 1.0. The lack of dependence of the continuous percolation parameter R~ on the interaction distance is a strong indication that the particular lattice structure has virtually no effect on these longer range values of CcL We thus get, for two-dimensional square lattices, plan to check this out.) We also note that for a simple cubic lattice we get (analogously to Eq. (14)):
This gives, for a simple cubic lattice,
LONG-RANGE PERCOLATION AND CRITICAL EXPONENTS
It is usually assumed (16) that classical "mean field" theories are valid provided that the interaction range is large, We have thus been encouraged by one referee to list here our results for large Sm~x. We give some preliminary results in Fig. 13 . The important results are:
1. The exponent 7' is the same, within the statistical uncertainties, for all Sm~x values 2-7. The average result (2.1 _+ 0.3) is practically the same as our result given above for Sm~ = 1, i.e., the simple square lattice case (coordination number 4), where 7 = 2.1.
2o The same is true for/3, even though here, for lack of enough data points, we had to scramble the results for all values of 2 ~< S~x ~< 7. This should not be bad, assuming that the individual slopes are parallel. Consulting the data points of Fig. 13 , our argument seems convincing. Here we note that , not to be confused with the number of layers n used before. The overall values ~, = 2.1 and /3 = 0.14 are preliminary (see text). The lattice size is 500 x 500 (and the typical number of configurations is three). Here log = log10. the slope 13 = 0.14 is actually in excellent agreement with the values for short range two-dimensional lattices (Table III) . 3. We have a very preliminary value for 7', also derived by "scrambling" the results for 2 ~< S~x <~ 7. While the scatter is large, we give a tentative value of 2.15 + 0.5. 4. The above results, assuming scaling, (17~ give other exponents, like = 1 + 7'/13 = 16. (25) 5. Our results for 7', 7", and/3 are extremely far from the classical (1~,17) limiting values of unity. On the other hand, they are practically indistinguishable from the simple square lattice results. It is not clear to us whether the observation of a crossover to mean field exponents requires just an order of magnitude ~(or two) larger interaction distance C27) or also a nonabrupt interaction cutoff. (2m
TERNARY LATTICES AND EXCITON PERCOLATION
The problem of exciton supertransfer in a binary lattice that also contains a small fraction of exciton sensor has been described by us previouslyJ 12~ The formalism has been worked out specifically for Frenkel excitons, i.e., electronic, vibrational, or vibronic excitations of molecular "parentage" in molecular solids. The exciton is usually assumed to be localized at one "guest" site at a time and to move (coherently, stochastically, or "inbetweenly") from one guest site to the next. However, the exciton is excluded from visiting "host" sites due to energy considerations. Thus, the "guest" site can be considered as an exciton carrier and the "host" site as an exciton barrier. However, in addition, a small fraction of the guest sites are distinct and designated as sensors. When the exciton visits such a sensor ("supertrap") site it may be captured ("trapped") irreversibly. This act is also called "registration," as the captured exciton decays with a well-known probability and this decay is monitored experimentally (i.e., via the radiative decay). Usually the "host," the ordinary "guest," and the "sensor" guest sites are occupied by molecules that differ from each other only by isotopic or minor chemical substitution, and thus the lattice topology is assumed to be unchanged from that of the pure "gUest" (or "host") crystal under the same thermodynamic conditions. The supertransfer limit is that limit where the exciton lifetime is long enough to permit registration provided only that there exists a topological "guest bridge" connecting the original site of the exciton with at least one sensor site. Alternatively, the "bridge topology" may be defined so as to guarantee sufficient registration time.
The probability P of exciton transfer and registration at the sensor is (12~
where m is the size of a cluster, im is the frequency of the cluster size m, G is the number of guests, and Z is the number of sensors (assuming a trapping efficiency of unity).
In the thermodynamic limit of large ("infinite") samples, the finite clusters have a limited size m, whereas the numbers G and Z (and the cluster number ira) approach infinity. Then )~m -(1 -m/G) z = e -mz/e = e-m%/% (24) or, for the finite clusters, = e -z/a = e-C,l% ~< 1 (25) and Cg and Cs are, respectively, the guest (total guest) and sensor concentra-tions (mole fractions). Noting that A m -~ 0 for the infinite cluster, we can infer that A is given by Eq. (25) in the following expression derived from Eq. (23) :
In this way the parameter A, introduced mathematically by Gaunt and Sykes, ~25~ is identified with an experimental quantity. 2 We also note that the ratio ZIG = C~/Co corresponds to a "notional" or effective field, i.e., the magnetic field in other cluster models (1~ (we are indebted to one referee for the above points).
The function P = P(C,, A) has been shown (25~ to exhibit a dominant critical point singularity at the critical concentration Co:
where the amplitude E has been estimated ~25~ to be about 1. 
Using the definition of the average cluster size [Eq. (6)], we arrive at the simple expression ~2o~ P = P~o + ZG-~IL (28) these percolation probabilities are given in Fig. 14 for four different sensor concentrations. The effect of the sensor concentration on the percolation probability is the largest for guest concentrations just below percolation but is negligible above the critical percolation concentration, in the domain of supertransfer. ~12~ As the sensor concentration is decreased, the probability of an exciton registering at a scarce sensor site approaches that of _P=, as only in an "infinite" cluster is there an appreciable probability for a cluster to contain a sensor. Equation (23) is a good approximation only when Z << G. Thus, for the high sensor concentration, we get abnormally high values of P for Cg << C/in Fig. 14.
An alternative and more empirical method of approaching this problem is illustrated in Fig. 15 . In addition to the binary lattice used in the CMLT, we label Z = C~N sites as sensors and then calculate P~, the fraction of the total guest that is connected via a succession of nearest neighbor guest interactions to a sensor. With the assumption of supertransfer, we would expect that, for low sensor concentrations, the two curves Pu and P should be equivalent. The function Py does not run into problems at high C~, unlike the function P, because there are no approximations involved in its evaluation2 3 We note that we give here a simple topological interpretation to the generating function ~25~ A and the probability ~25) P(C, ,~). The latter is the probability that any cluster contains a "sensor," where this sensor concentration (in the "guest") is S = -log ,~. We have recently used an even simpler approach, where A = 1 -S is simply the "non-sensor" site concentration. This gives similar results, but E--+ 1 as A--+0 (i.e., S--+ l). Both above approaches are valid only in the exciton supertransfer limit, (12~ i.e., where no dynamic (time) constraints are involved. This is often a reasonable assumption for real systems. (I2~ It is also useful as a check on timedependent calculations, (z2~ providing a convenient limiting behavior. [On the other hand, this limit is correct "by definition" if the cluster connectivity is defined by the available time (see above).]
We briefly illustrate here an application of Eq. (18) (30) where F, is the number of paths, involving n lattice constants, between guest site 0 and a guest site being n lattice constants away./~ is the exciton exchange interaction (for one lattice constant) and A is the "trap depth" (guest-host energy separation in the ideal mixed crystal). (29~ In an experimental situation where time (or other considerations) (3~ determines the smallest effective value ofJ (=]o,n), it does determine a cutoff value for n, designated as ft. One can thus easily connect J to a critical percolation concentration Co, by combining Eqs. (29) and (30) . This relationship is important for anisotropic crystals, where the exciton exchange is essentially two-dimensional/a,29~ The extension to isotropic (i.e., simple cubic) cases is straightforward.
DISCUSSION
In recent years more information has become available on the critical behavior of percolating systems. Although exact methods are not available for the determination of the critical percolation parameters for real lattices, some dimensional invariants have been determined. These include the above discussed critical radius (5~ andthe critical volume (3~ for continuous systems, as well as the exponential scaling factors discussed above.
An interesting problem is to determine the change of the universal quantities (al~ upon changing the dimensionality of lattices, i.e., by observing the change in the universal quantities as the number of two-dimensional tayers increases. It is also possible to proceed continuously from one lattice topology to another by assigning bond probabilities to some nearest neighbor bonds. Thus, if the two bonds perpendicular to a crystal plane in a simple cubic lattice were assigned a bond probability p, where 0 <~ p ~< I, we would have a continuous transition from a cubic three-dimensional lattice, where p = 1, to a planar square lattice, where p = 0. In this case we would be dealing with a generalized site-bond percolation problem. In a future paper (3a~ (III), we shall be discussing algorithms on percolation and cluster size distribution for the generalized site-bond problem. Finally, we would like to emphasize the limited relationship between our ternary system functions and the recently discussed "polychromatic" percolation. (aT~
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